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GPU-accelerated depth codec for real-time, high-quality
light field reconstruction
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Fig. 1. Approximation of a video frame using our codec. The image differences are encoded as quadtree
nodes, where each node is approximated with one of the following modeling functions: raw, platelet,
biquadratic and our novel BC4w block compression mode. Our codec allows for rapid decompression and
is suitable for decoding multiple streams simultaneously.

Pre-calculated depth information is essential for efficient light field video rendering, due to the
prohibitive cost of depth estimation from color when real-time performance is desired. Standard
state-of-the-art video codecs fail to satisfy such performance requirements when the amount of data
to be decoded becomes too large. In this paper, we propose a depth image and video codec based on
block compression, that exploits typical characteristics of depth streams, drawing inspiration from
S3TC texture compression and geometric wavelets. Our codec offers very fast hardware-accelerated
decoding that also allows partial extraction for view-dependent decoding. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of our codec in a number of multi-view 360 degree video datasets, with quantitative
analysis of storage cost, reconstruction quality and decoding performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in virtual and augmented reality software and hardware have sparked
interest for high quality mixed reality experiences, seamlessly blending together characters
and environments. For such immersive and interactive experiences that allow free user
movement with six degrees of freedom, presented video content needs to be adapted for
consumption from any point of view. Standard single-view or multiview videos are limited
for this scope, as they lack high quality depth information, which is essential for interactive
reconstruction of the scene from any vantage point.
High quality (and bit-depth) depth videos have had a far shorter history compared to

color videos, and that is reflected in codec development, which is strongly focussed on color
data. In this work, we target compression of high-quality depth videos with a particular
focus on decoding performance, as it is essential for immersive real-time experiences. We
develop a depth video codec that is aimed for high-quality reconstruction, as aggressive
depth compression allowing high errors creates problems when geometric reconstruction of
the scene is desired.

Our codec allows GPU-accelerated decompression of several high-resolution video streams
simultaneously, allowing 3D reconstruction and real-time exploration of captured or offline-
rendered video with the capability of compositing additional 3D elements and characters
due to the existence of an accurately reconstructed depth video stream. A component of our
codec, the BC4-Wedged (BC4w) block compression format can be used as a generic block
compression method for depth data that exhibit discontinuities as well as surface variation.
The applications of our codec are numerous and general, as it can be used in any application
that requires high-performance depth streaming, for example light field probes with depth
data [14] or any application that utilizes reconstruction from depth video where decoding is
only part of a tight performance budget, for example interactive VR experiences.

Contributions. Our contributions form a compression and decompression pipeline for
depth data:

• A novel lossy block-compression format, optimized for compression and fast decom-
pression of high-resolution depth data, greater than 8 bits per pixel. The format offers
fixed 4:1 compression ratio for 16-bit data input, and uses a fixed block size of 8 × 8
pixels.
• A novel depth video codec, designed for high quality reconstruction and optimized for
high decoding speed. The codec utilizes the block-compression format as one of the
used modeling functions, and it is based on fixed-size nodes for optimized data-parallel
decoding.

2 RELATED WORK

Re-purposing h264. Several approaches for depth compression attempt to reuse the
mature H.264 color compression infrastructure for compressing depth data. Pece et al. [19]
convert the depth data to 3 8-bit channels before compressing them with h264, ensuring
that the lossy nature of the compressor affects the depth values as little as possible. While
this is a straightforward way to use the existing pipeline, the decoding costs are too high to
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be used for multiple depth streams simultaneously for real-time reconstruction. Liu et al.
[13] apply a hybrid scheme where, for 12-bit depth videos, the 2 most significant bits are
losslessly compressed while the remaining 10 bits are encoded as a YUV stream using h264.

Piecewise-linear functions. A common approach to compress depth data that exhibit
edge discontinuities and flat surfaces (such as indoor environments) is via subdivision of the
image to a quadtree and approximating the nodes with piecewise-linear functions, such as
wedgelets and platelets [16]. Alternatively to lines marking discontinuities, contours can also
be used [6]. Such functions are fast to evaluate and are suitable for real-time decoding in
multiview use-cases [22]. More recently, Kiani et al. [8] introduced planelets, using a linear
fractional model to address the non-linearity of depth data as typically captured by sensors
such as Kinect. Planelets are successful in improving approximation quality but are still
limited to planar surfaces.

Texture compression. Another approach to compress depth video data is by applying
any temporal compression method, and use GPU-accelerated texture compressed formats for
the intra-frame coding. Such an approach is used by Koniaris et al. [9], using frame-to-frame
differences to calculate update regions, and compressing the region data using 3Dc+ (BC5)
format. This approach, while very efficient to decode, results in uncontrollable artifacts for
depth video that exhibits high-frequency content, due to lack of any rate-distortion control.

Multiview plus depth. Several methods have been proposed for improving reconstruction
of free viewpoint video by incorporating depth streams [15]. Some methods utilise similarities
(such as motion and structure) between color and depth streams to improve depth compression
[10, 12, 18, 23]. The high-efficiency video coding (HEVC) standard has also been extended
to support multi-view video plus depth, applying intra-coding techniques that are suitable
for the unique characteristics of depth maps [17]. Such methods use a fixed set of cameras
and, while they achieve very good compression rates, they are expensive to decode [5].

Other. Other methods attempt the conversion of the depth map to a mesh, such as the
work by Banno et al. [2] and Collet et al. [3]. While such approaches can work well for
animated models such as moving humans, they have diffficulty capturing fine, high-frequency
geometric details such as blades of grass and tree leaves.
Another recent approach by Wilson [24] uses lossless compression that can be efficiently

decompressed. The reported decoding times are very fast, but due to the low compression
rate, the method would not scale in terms of required bandwidth in scenarios with multiple
parallel depth streams.
A more general approach for lossless compression of floating point buffers is described

by Pool et al. [20]. It is based in the work of Ström et al. [21], but allows variable-precision
compression, buffers of any layout, dynamic bucket selection and uses a Fibonacci encoder.
The method is applicable to any type of data, but the algorithm performs best on depth
data, although there are no performance figures in the paper.

Didyk et al. [4] apply a form of spatial subdivision based on the depth buffer, where they
generate an adaptive grid based on the similarity of depth values. The method is used for
synthesizing stereo views from a depth buffer. While not used for compression, the concept
is similar to adaptive subdivision for compression of dynamically-sized image blocks. Their
use-case is a warp from one eye to another, which is typically a very short distance, whereas
our method is not limited in any way in terms of where the original and synthetic views are.
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Fig. 2. Codec pipeline overview. We first determine the mask for depth image i from depth frames
[i − N , i]. The mask and depth frame are then used to create the intermediate quadtree form. From
the quadtree, we can generate runtime data given any maximum error threshold. The runtime data are
packed with the rest of the frames/faces in buffers which are then loaded and decoded on GPU online.

2.1 Overview

Our proposed codec has distinct spatial and temporal components. In terms of the time
domain, we use an approach similar to Koniaris et al. [9] by calculating differences to previous
N frames and generating a mask of the pixels that need to be updated; the spatial component
of our compressor only targets this subset of pixels.

The novelty of our work lies in the spatial compression and decompression of depth images
of high bit-depth, and can be divided in the following stages. The first step is the quadtree
generation, where we generate a quadtree data structure per image and associated difference
mask (section 3). We proceed with runtime packed form generation given a desired maximum
error for the final compressed stream (section 4). Finally, all the compressed images are
assembled to a single stream and decoded in runtime (section 5).
Our pipeline supports decoding of a multitude of depth video streams simultaneously in

real-time. Each video stream corresponds to the depth data as seen by a light field probe in
the scene. A light field probe stores color data a single point in space, representing a single
point in the 5D plenoptic function [1]. For these probes, we include depth data: distances
to the closest surface at any direction. The depth video data for each of these probes are
represented in our method using six separate streams, one per cubemap face.

3 QUADTREE GENERATION AND MODELING FUNCTIONS

The input to the first stage of the spatial compression is a depth image, a mask of the pixels
that need to be compressed and a maximum reconstruction error Emax. The output of this
stage is a partial quadtree, with nodes covering all masked pixels. The quadtree is calculated
bottom-to-top, where a node is approximated only if all of its existing children (i.e. in the
mask) can be approximated by any modeling function successfully within the given error.
The maximum reconstruction error is used as a bound on the optimisation time required;
coarser nodes can take significantly more time to approximate due to the larger search space,
which is also subject to the modeling function used.

The quadtree nodes approximate the underlying data using one of four modeling functions:
raw, platelet, biquadtratic and BC4w. Each node stores the best approximating function
and its coefficients. Some modeling functions can only be used at certain quadtree levels;
this “modeling function type” property is used as an implicit parameter of the compressed
datastream. We use modeling functions whose coefficients can be stored within 32 bytes, as
it allows very efficient decoding by means of random access (more details in section 5). As
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such, the finest level of the quadtree is comprised of 4 × 4 pixel nodes storing uncompressed
quantized data, fully occupying all 32 bytes. Below, we discuss the error metrics and describe
the modeling functions that we use in this work.

3.1 Error metrics

High depth errors can prove catastrophic for reconstruction quality: they can manifest as
animated floating geometry or holes, leading to further errors in color reconstruction and user
perception of the environment. To prevent this, we use two criteria for choosing a modeling
function for a node. The first criterion is the maximum absolute distance in log-space per
block of dimension k:

emax = max
x,y∈[1,k ]

| |dxy − d̂xy | | (1)

For each block, we calculate this error for all modeling functions and keep the ones with
acceptable error emax ≤ Emax. For the successfully approximated modeling functions, we
calculate their mean-squared error (MSE) for the block:

eMSE =
1
k2

k∑
y=1

k∑
x=1
(dxy − d̂xy )

2 (2)

and simply select the modeling function that approximates the block with the lowest MSE.

3.2 Raw, platelet and biquadratic modeling functions

The raw modeling function stores the raw pixel data directly as 16 16-bit values in a quantized
logarithmic z space, similar to Koniaris et al. [9]. It is used only in the finest level (4 × 4
pixel tiles) and exists as a fail-safe when no good approximation can be found given an error
threshold in coarser level nodes.

zxy = Dxy (3)

where D the quantized depth data and x ,y ∈ [1, 4].
The platelet modeling function approximates the floating point linear depth data of a

node at any level using two planar surfaces separated by a line:

zxy =

{
a0x + a1y + a2 when (i, j) left of line
b0x + b1y + b2 otherwise

(4)

where x ,y ∈ [1, 23+k ].
The biquadratic modeling function approximates the floating point linear depth data of a

node at any level using a biquadratic surface:

zxy = a0x + a1y + a2xy + a3x
2 + a4yy + a5 (5)

Platelets and biquadratic functions can be calculated by solving linear systems: for platelets,
this is described by Morvan et al. [16], while for biquadratics is simpler, as the design matrix
A and output vector b are calculated as follows:
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X = [0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 0]
Y = [0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 2]

Ai j =

k∑
y=1

k∑
x=1

xXi+X jyYi+Yj (6)

bi =
k∑

y=1

k∑
x=1

xydxy (7)

where k is the block dimension and dxy is the depth value at a pixel (x ,y).

3.3 BC4w modeling function

Platelets and biquadratic functions capture structured surfaces (planar and smooth) very
well, but fail to capture depth variation on such surfaces. Therefore, when a high quality
approximation is required, these modeling functions fail and the raw modeling function is
used at the finest level, which is considerably more expensive to store (4×).

To improve high quality approximations, we developed a modeling function that is based
on the block compression format 3Dc+ (also known as BC4), adapted for 16 bits per pixel
and 8 × 8 pixel tiles, but also augmented with a line and 2 pairs of endpoints, each pair
chosen based on the halfspace with respect to the line. An example of such a lines and
endpoint pairs are shown on the left of figure 3.

Our modeling function combines the high quality gradient approximation offered by BC4,
with the discontinuity approximation offered by platelets. Each 8×8 pixel tile is approximated
using 32 bytes, offering a fixed 4:1 compression ratio. The data block is comprised of 4 depth
endpoints (2 pairs), palette indices per pixel and a line. The palette indices require 3 bits per
pixel, as per BC4. We use 2 endpoint pairs instead of a single pair, where a pixel selects the
pair that corresponds with the side of the line that it is on. The endpoints use the numerical
order to break degeneracy, as in BC4: if d0 > d1, the palette indices correspond to the 8
evenly spaced values between (and including) the endpoints, where if d0 < d1, the palette
indices correspond to the 6 evenly spaced values between (and including) the endpoints and
additionally include the boundary values of the 16-bit space: 0 and 65535.

The line specification for an 8× 8 tile requires a total of 12 bits, 3 per line point coordinate.
As the palette indices require 192 bits (3 × 8 × 8), we need to pack each depth endpoint in 13
bits, in order for them to fit in the 32 byte memory block. This quantization introduces an
insignificant error in the endpoint storage (1e-04) that we consider acceptable for a lossy
codec. The bit allocation is shown on the right of figure 3.
The compression algorithm is exhaustive; it samples the parameter space as densely as

possible. For each side of each potential line with discrete endpoints that are part of the
8 × 8 pixel block, we search for the depth endpoints that minimize reconstruction error of
the pixels on the side of that line. The process is highly data-parallel and is implemented in
the GPU. We describe the process in algorithm 1.

4 RUNTIME PACKED FORM GENERATION

The generated per-frame quadtrees are used as an intermediate format. A partial quadtree
can be used to reconstruct an image at any error threshold Emax, up to its maximum
reconstruction error and down to lossless. To improve decoding performance that is paramount
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Algorithm 1 BC4w compression

Precondition: 8 × 8 depth blocks Di (x, y), i ∈ [1, N ], x, y ∈ [1, 8]. State S per block, storing best endpoint pairs and associated
block approximation errors. Coarse stride s.

Output: N BC4w blocks Bi

1: function CalcTileErrorGpuKernel(S, d0, d1)
2: if kernel executed at fine level then
3: d0 ← d0 + s(Sd0 − 0.5)
4: d1 ← d1 + s(Sd1 − 0.5)
5: Reconstruct actual d0, d1 depending on execution as coarse or fine
6: for each line ℓ do ▷ Executed in parallel from threads within a group
7: Use d0, d1 as “left” endpoint pair and calculate error
8: Update “left” endpoint pair and error state
9: Use d0, d1 as “right” endpoint pair and calculate error

10: Update “right” endpoint pair and error state

11: function PackToOutputGpuKernel(S)
12: Calculate line that reconstructs both state depth endpoint pairs with least total error
13: Calculate per-pixel palette indices based on line and state depth endpoint pairs
14: Build BC4w block based on line, depth endpoint pairs and per-pixel palette indices

15: function Main
16: Initialize state
17: dmin ← max(minD − 255, 0) ▷ Padded minimum depth value
18: dmax ← min(minD + 255, 65535) ▷ Padded maximum depth value
19: for d0 ∈ [dmin, dmax] with step s do ▷ Coarse level
20: for d1 ∈ [dmin, dmax] with step s do
21: Launch kernel CalcTileErrorGpuKernel(S, d0, d1)
22: for d0 ∈ [1, s] do ▷ Fine level
23: for d1 ∈ [1, s] do
24: Launch kernel CalcTileErrorGpuKernel(S, d0, d1)
25: Launch kernel PackToOutputGpuKernel(S)

(a) Block, line and depth pairs (b) Quantization (Side view) (c) Bit allocation

Fig. 3. BC4w format overview. The 8 × 8 pixel tile is approximated using a line and two depth endpoint
pairs. Pixels get assigned to a depth endpoint pair depending on the side of the line they are on. Pixels
store a 3-bit palette index which is used to interpolate the depth endpoint pair they are assigned to.
The depth endpoints are quantized to 13 bits in order for the block format to fit in 32 bytes. The depth
endpoint order is used to determine interpolation parameters (section 3.3).

to high-throughput data such as light field video we transcode the quadtree data to a more
lightweight form: a flat list of non-overlapping nodes that can be used to reconstruct the
(partial, masked) image at a fixed maximum error threshold E,E ≤ Emax. To extract the flat
nodes from the quadtree, we simply traverse it top-to-bottom, depth-first, stopping at nodes
that can sufficiently approximate the underlying image region within error e and copying
them to the output stream.
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This flat form of a partial, masked image consists of a fixed header and variable payload
data. The header stores the total number of flat nodes and the number of flat nodes per level,
whereas the payload data stores the per-node offsets followed by the per-node coefficients.
The 2D offsets are stored using 2 bytes in our implementation, exploiting the fixed power-of-
two node sizes and the knowledge about what level a node represents. As each node starts at
22+i (x ,y), where i the quatree level, we can therefore represent offsets for a 1024× 1024 image.
As at this stage we intend to minimize storage cost, for each node we store the coefficients
and two bits for identification of the modeling function used.

When we load the video data in the application, we shift our attention from minimization
of storage to maximisation of decoding efficiency. For each node, we allocate the same amount
of memory (32 bytes for coefficients and 2 bytes for offsets) so that the node data can be
efficiently random-accessed. Separating the payload to offset data and coefficient data also
allows 128-bit aligned accesses1 that are preferred in GPU architectures, improving decoder
performance. This packed form does not contain information about the tile type, as it can
be implicitly determined from the node level and certain bit values in the 32-byte coefficient
block:

• A 4 × 4 pixel block always uses the raw modeling function.
• The biquadratic modeling function holds 24 bytes, so the last 8 bytes are set as 0xFF.
• The platelet modeling function requires 28 bytes, so the last 4 bytes are set as 0xFF.
• The 4-byte BC4w data block that describes endpoints and lines is stored at the end,
as no such valid block would be filled with 0xFF.

From the above, we apply the following logic to determine the tile type:

• If the 8 last coefficient bytes are 0xFF, the coefficients represent a biquadratic function.
• Otherwise, if the 4 last coefficient bytes are 0xFF, the coefficients represent a platelet.
• Otherwise the coefficients represent a BC4w function.

5 PER-PROBE STREAMS AND GPU DECODING

One of the main requirements for our codec is very high decoding performance. This is made
possible by organizing, accessing and decoding the data stream effectively, utilizing the GPU
as a massive data-parallel processor. As such, our runtime decoder is entirely implemented
in GPU2

As mentioned in section 2.1, our input video data are six video streams per probe, one
per cubemap face. Each cubemap-face video stream can be further subdivided into smaller
cells, so that individual cells can be selectively decoded or not based on if their content is
visible to the viewer (view-dependent decoding in [9]).

The compressed video for each probe is stored as a contiguous data buffer of runtime
packed forms, organized by frame, cubemap face and cell3. We also store per-frame look-up
tables to identify the buffer offset for a given combination of (frame,face,cell), as well as
the data buffer memory range utilized per frame. The buffer and tables are stored in GPU
memory. The decoding output is cubemap texture faces. For each probe, we maintain state:
the frame that was last loaded in each cell of each face. At every application frame, we
determine the video frame that needs to be loaded and the cells/frames that are visible
(even partially) to the viewer. We compare this data with the state and identify the cells
that need to be updated. Since both the buffer and lookup tables already reside in GPU

1The header and the offset are required to be stored with 128-bit alignment as well.
2A CPU implementation is trivial, but would not be as performant.
3Each face is split into 2 × 2 cells for more effective view-dependent decoding.
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Fig. 4. Decoder overview. The video stream is organized in large buffer, with additional per-frame buffers
storing per-cell offsets (top). In runtime, we determine which cells need to be decoded, we bound the
buffer range of interest and the appropriate offset buffer and spawn decoding thread groups (middle).
Each thread group decodes a fixed-size pixel tile in parallel, and all thread groups are executed in parallel
(bottom).

memory, the only CPU-to-GPU communication required is binding the buffer using the
buffer range, binding the look-up table for the given frame and uploading the list of cell
indices that need to be updated. A decoding compute shader is then executed, dispatching
a large number of thread groups, where each group is comprised of a 4 × 4 grid of threads
that maps to a region of a node. Figure 4 shows the decoding logic, and the decompression
process is described in algorithm 2. The majority of the decoding relies on bit operations,
and is therefore inexpensive to calculate.

6 RESULTS

Our test system is an Intel Core i7 6700K with 32GB RAM and an NVIDIA Quadro P5000
GPU card with 16GB RAM. The input datasets were created using Pixar’s RenderMan. The
Sponza dataset consists of nine 360°cameras, 600 frames each. The Pirate dataset uses fifteen
360°cameras distributed in front of the face of the pirate, each consisting of 150 frames.
This dataset demonstrates the capability for an end-to-end pipeline from real-world data
to a real-time light field playback. The Robot dataset consists of sixteen 360°cameras, 78
frames each. This example poses several challenges for a faithful reconstruction, such as
thin geometry (potted plant leaves) and highly specular and reflective surfaces (robot, floor,
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Algorithm 2 Decompression of data for a single probe

Precondition: Coefficient data buffer B. Buffer offsets for current frame per face/cell OB .
Output: Output depth cubemap dout (6 slices)

1: nodePartIndex ← workgroupID ▷ Each part is an 4 × 4 block

2: nodePartLocalCoords ← localThreadId ▷ values ∈ [1, 4]2
3: faceCellIndex, nodePartIndexInFaceCell ← CalculateFaceCell( nodePartIndex ) ▷ faceCellIndex ∈ [1, 24]
4: bufferOffset ← OB (faceCellIndex)
5: (nodeCoeffs, nodeOffset, nodeLevel) ← ExtractBufferData(B, bufferOffset, nodePartIndexInFaceCell)
6: nodeLocalCoords ← CalculateNodeLocalCoords( nodePartLocalCoords, nodePartIndexInFaceCell,nodeLevel)
7: d ← 0
8: if nodeLevel = 0 then
9: d ← EvaluateRaw(nodeLocalCoords, nodeCoeffs)

10: else if IsBiquadratic(nodeCoeffs) then
11: d ← EvaluateBiquadratic(nodeLocalCoords, nodeCoeffs)
12: else if IsPlatelet(nodeCoeffs) then
13: d ← EvaluatePlatelet(nodeLocalCoords, nodeCoeffs)
14: else
15: d ← EvaluateBC4w(nodeLocalCoords, nodeCoeffs)

16: dout( nodeOffset + nodeLocalCoords, faceCellIndex
4 ) ← d

table). The Horror dataset consists of 9 360°cameras, 307 frames each. This dataset is the
most challenging with regards to geometry, as the outside view includes millions of blades
of grass and tree leaves, while it also includes specular and reflective surfaces (pipes). All
dataset videos have a size of 1024 × 1024 × 6 (cubemaps).
Our comparisons are against NVIDIA’s HEVC implementation (table 1), Koniaris et al.

[9] (U16 columns in figure 5 and table 1) and configuration variations of our codec.

6.1 Reconstruction quality and storage cost

The storage cost of the runtime data is calculated for our method using a set of quality
settings versus temporal-only compression, utilizing the same lossless temporal compressor
used in [9]. The results are shown in the right plot of figure 5. Using our codec, the storage
cost lowers significantly compared to the original. There is less benefit for the Pirate dataset
as the majority of the compression is temporal (large empty areas that do not update).

We measure the quality of the reconstruction by capturing reconstructed depth maps using
our compressor versus temporal-only compression. The resulting depth maps are compared
using PSNR. The results are shown in the left plot of figure 5. Even at the lowest quality
setting, the PSNR remains high for all datasets. A video of the reconstruction quality using
different error thresholds is included in the supplementary materials.

6.2 BC4w approximation quality

To measure the approximation quality of our BC4w format, we evaluated platelets, bi-
quadratics and BC4w modeling functions in all 8 × 8 tiles of all frames of all datasets. The
results are presented in figure 6. In the line plots, BC4w curves rise very quickly to good
PSNRs, while only a few tiles reach near-perfect approximation. Using them in combination
with platelets and biquadratic functions results in much improved approximations, as BC4w
provides good approximations where others fail, while platelets and biquadratic provide
near-perfect approximations that BC4w does not exhibit.

6.3 Decompression performance

We measure the decoding performance by recording and averaging timings and throughput
over several thousand frames in a realistic scenario that includes user movement and looping
video playback (example for Horror dataset shown in supplementary video). We additionally
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(a) Storage costs (b) Approximation errors

Fig. 5. Storage cost and approximation quality. In the left graph, we show the storage costs using just
temporal compression (U16), versus the combined temporal and spatial compression using our codec
with select quality settings.

Size (GB) Ratio (%) Decode (ms)

HEVC-hq 0.009 0.031 57.5
HEVC-lossless 0.208 0.71 57.69
Koniaris [9] 0.159 (0.053) 0.54 (0.18) 1.62
Ours, E=100 0.029 (0.020) 0.099 (0.068) 0.42

Table 1. Depth compression comparison in Robot dataset. We compare compression and decoding
performance against [9] and HEVC using high quality and lossless presets. Decoding measures decoding
time for all faces from a subset of 9 views (54 streams in total). For [9] and our method, we include
storage cost after lossless compression in parentheses. Our method has a clear advantage in decoding
speed, which is paramount for the required data throughput. Losslessly compressed streams (as LZMA2
in [9]) are decompressed either at application startup or asynchronously, so decompression times are not
included in the decoding times. While the decoding performance is more than 10× faster, the encoded
dataset is marginally higher than 2× HEVC-hq.

capture the per-frame average pixel update rate, illustrating the decoding performance of
the codec as a whole. The results are shown in figure 8.
We observe that the performance of our compression method is better compared to

simple texture updates, even though the decompression complexity is higher. The improved
decompression performance can be explained by the batching of block decompression tasks
to as few shader calls as possible, and spawning a thread per block, exploiting the massively
data parallel nature of the graphics processor (see section 5).
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(a) Sponza (b) Horror (c) Robot (d) Pirate

Fig. 6. 8 × 8 tile approximation using various modeling functions. In the top row, we show histograms
where the x axis corresponds to PSNR values and the y axis to the number of tiles approximated with such
a PSNR. We show a histogram per modeling function, but also histograms for the minimum of platelet
and biquadratic, and for the minimum of all three functions (raw not included in 8 × 8). In the bottom
row, we show the distribution of approximation errors for each modeling function and for combinations
as previously described. The x axis maps to tile index, where tiles are sorted by approximation PSNR,
while the y axis shows PSNR values. From these graphs we can observe that BC4w has very few bad
approximations, but also it rarely has near-perfect approximations. This means that, while it can be used
as a good standalone lossy format, it is also really useful when included as another potential modeling
function.

Fig. 7. 8 × 8 tile approximation comparison of 3 tiles (one per row) using our modeling functions (one
per column). Our novel block compression format BC4w can very accurately capture high-frequency
detail, in addition to discontinuities.
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Fig. 8. Decoding performance comparison between uncompressed and ours with various error thresholds.
Our compressed datasets are faster to decode in all cases, due to lower CPU-to-GPU communication
overhead.

6.4 Implementation details

Compressor performance. Our compressor implementation is exhaustive, to guarantee near-
optimal approximations using the modeling functions. The slowest modeling function approx-
imator is BC4w, as we need to find an optimal 4D point in [0, 65535]4 for each potential line
that can intersect the tile. A standard optimisation that also exists in BC4 compressors is to
reduce the search space by only considering coordinates near the maximum and minimum
depth values of the input data. Our compressor is implemented in the GPU to exploit the
massively parallel nature of the optimisation problem: a thread group is spawned for every
8 × 8 tile, and every thread in the group is assigned to an individual line. The kernel is
executed for all 4D value combinations that we are interested in, and writes to a state the
running optimal point. Due to the performance-intensive nature of the encoder and the
occasional near-perfect approximations using platelets and biquadratics, we approximate 8×8
tiles first using other modeling functions, and if the PSNR is above 85 we don’t approximate
the tile, as most BC4w approximations result in PSNR 85 or less (see figure 6). Compressing
a 1024 × 1024 image using our BC4w requires several minutes (5-10), and is an order of
magnitude slower than our implementation of the platelet-based compression.

Depth mask and partial quadtree nodes. After the calculation of the depth mask, we need
to determine the starting set of leaf 4 × 4 pixel nodes: if such a 4 × 4 tile contains even a
single masked pixel, the node is added. In order to identify if a coarser node needs to be
calculated, we typically require that 3 out of 4 children should exist: if we just require a
single child to exist, then the updated area would be at least 75% redundant, therefore we
require that the majority of the underlying area exists.

7 CONCLUSION

We have presented a codec that can be used to compress depth data, using quadtree
subdivision and approximating nodes using modeling functions. We have introduced the
modeling function BC4w that allows for depth variation while approximating tiles with
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depth discontinuities. We have described a compressed depth data stream optimized for
GPU decoding, suitable for high throughput data, as in the case of light field video. We
have shown the improvement in compression rate and decoding performance compared to
other methods.

The compression of BC4w tiles could be improved in the future by identifying the subspace
where the optimal solutions are found in relation to the input depth extrema in order to
further reduce the search space. Additionally, we would like to further research into extending
or generalizing the format for use with 16 × 16 pixel tiles and above. Finally, we can further
investigate the tiles that fail to get approximated with any of the stated modeling functions,
and identify if a new modeling function can be introduced that can approximate this tile
group.
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